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GREENE, DAVID, and LEPPER, MARK R. Effects of Extrirmc Rewards on Children's Subsequent
Intrinsic Interest. CHILD DEVELOPMENT, 1974, 45, 1141-1145. Preschool children were asked, in
individual sessions, to engage in an activity of high initial interest, either for its own sake or
in order to obtain an extrinsic reward. Subsequently, children who had undertaken the target
activity as a means to some ulterior end showed less intrinsic interest in this activity, as
measured unobtrusively several weeks later in the children's classrooms, than control subjects
who had either received the same reward unexpectedly or had engaged in the activity without
expectation or receipt of extrinsic rewards.

Recent years have witnessed a growing
concern over the possible side effects of the
use of tangible extdnsic rewards and explicit
contractual systems in classrooms, among both
educators (Brophy 1972; Good 1972T and
psychologists involved in the application of
behavior modification techniques to classroom
settings (O'Leary, Drabman, & Kass 1973;
O'Leary, Poulos, & Devine 1972). Yet, despite
considerable debate, little experimental data
relevant to these concerns have been generated.
One recent study by Lepper, Greene, and
Nisbett (1973), however, does provide some
evidence concerning one possible adverse effect
of the use of extdnsic rewards on children's
subsequent intdnsic interest in the activity for
which rewards were provided. Theoretically,
the study was designed to test the "overjustification" hypothesis suggested by self-perception
theory (Bem 1972; Nisbett & Valins 1971),
namely, that a person's initial intrinsic interest
in an activity may be effectively undermined
by inducing that person to engage in the
activity as an explicit means to some extdnsic
goal. CoUoquially, the study asked whether the
provision of extrinsic rewards would turn
"play" (i.e., an activity which will be engaged

in for its own sake) into "work" (i.e., an
activity which will be engaged in only when
extrinsic incentives for engaging in the activity
are present).
To answer this question, Lepper et al.
(1973) ranHomly assigned preschool children
who met a cdtedon of intrinsic inter;est in a
drawing activity during baseline observations
m~their classrooins to one of three treatment
conditions. In tire~expecFed-award condition,
subjects agreed to engage nTTheciravang activity in order to obtain an extrinsic revvajd
(a "g^od-player award" certificate adorned
with a gold seal and red dbbon). In th£ unexpected-award condition, subjects engaged in
the sajn^activity and feceived the same reward
but had no knowledge of the rewai3^.juntil
after t^ey had^ finished the activity. In the
no-awara condition, subjects jeither expected
nor received the reward but otherwise duplicat^ed the experience™ oF subjects in the other
two cdridiHohs. Expedmental sessions were
conducted individually in a room apart Jrc>m
the suBfecfs' c;lassrooms. One to 2 weeks after
these sessions, the drawing activity was intrc);
duced into the classrooms again and measures
of intrinsic interest were obtained unobtru-
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From a self-perception perspective, this
overjustification effect was the result of the
presentation of an activity of initial interest in
a means-end relationship to a salient extdnsic
reward, not unlike those employed routinely in
classrooms. Because the potential implications
of this finding for settings in which extrinsic
rewards are employed to control children's
behavior are great, however, the present study
was designed to replicate the original study
and at the same time to assess the generality
of the earlier finding across a salient variation
in the contingency imposed between the
activity and the reward. The present study
involved a 2 X 2 design in which subjects,
dudng expedmental sessions, either were led
to expect an extdnsic reward for engaging in
a drawing activity (expected award) or received this same award unexpectedly (unexpected award), and in which, orthogonally,
subjects were told either that these awards
were given to everyone who attempted the
drawing activity (low performance demand)
or that only those children who drew the very
best pictures (high performance demand)
would win an award. Unobtrusive classroom
measures 2 weeks later assessed subsequent
intrinsic interest in the activity.
Method
Subjects, materials, and experimental
setting.—Subjects were 73 preschool children
of predominantly white, middle-class backgrounds, ranging in age from 3-8 to 4-9. The
sample included 37 males and 36 females, but
since preliminary analyses revealed no interaction of sex with expedmental condition on
any measure, the data were collapsed across
sex for purposes of analysis.
TTie Bing Nursery School and its associated facilities served as the expedmental
setting, which alfowed a novel expedmental
activity to be introduced by the teachers into
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programs without intrusion into the classroom
by researches. This setting also permitted
children's interest in the target activity to be
observed and recorded unobtrusively from
behind a one-way mirror into the classroom.
The experimental matedals were identical
with those employed by Lepper et al. (1973).
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dbbon,"served as the extrinsic reward.
Experimental sesswns.—For the expedmental sessions, each c;hildwasb^0lUghtindi-9. the
YiduaU>L-Jto_a-Jlesea)rclLXQ9!E
i d U t
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nursery sdiool by a first experiinenter^The
child[jwasJsealtedIaE^jd^ld:^jbred^^
ing a set of magic inaxkers and_a_^jgaf_pf
wKitTdrawing paper, and the.JrsL<eJ^erimenter
inHicatedJo the subject that therejwas anojher
p^ersoir^t tHe school who was. Jnterestecl Jn
wafdiing~i9fiildrenjdraiw_ pictures* I^ ihe-wiexpectea award and the no-award groups, Jhe
experimenter then asIcedTlie^cltiild if he would
like to draw some pictures for this second
expedmenter.
In the e^xpected-award conditions, however, tHe experimenter firstjhoB[ed[.lhfe subject
a sample JoSd-pla^r award and indicated that
tHe second exjtedmeniei had braughi
a
lot (or a few) of these gc)od-player awards. In
the low-performance-deinand^groups, the_ exjperimenter emphasized that this, second
experimenter had "a whole^lgt_of these awarcis,
enough for everybody in the nursery school
who wanted to draw pictures" and^that "3II
you have to do to win an award is to~draw
some pictures with the magic markers.'* In the
high-performance-demand groups, the ex|W2dmentCT ernphasized that this second experimenter had "only a couple of these awards for
the whole nursery school" and that "only the
children who draw the very best pictures wiU
win one, so you will really have to draw very
good pictures with the magic markers to win
an award." The child was then asked if he
would like to try to win an award.
After the subject had assented to the first
experimenter's final question^ second expednienter entered the room, wES^^OTTthe first
d^ ldFt the
excused
^
the seconid expeiSmienter. Each
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subject was allowed 6 minute to draw pictures
treatment variances (Winer 1971), were subfor the second experimenter, who r^nained
mitted to a 2 X 2 teast-squares anafysis irf
blind to the subject's condition through the
variance, with quite dear result,
first 5 minutes of this pedcni. These cirawings
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were kept and subsequently rated on a
five^""^^ ^^, ^W"" et al. (1973)
point overall-quaUty scale by naive judges
were repHcated.
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in the no-award control group were returned
P < 025 H ^ a n s ^ j e p t j i n theno-awardxeDs,
to their classrooms.
* , = 2 0 3 , p < .05,i which, in turn did not
diiter from the unexpected-award cells, * < 1.
For subjects who were to receive an
Indeed^ only 5 5 % of the subjects in the
award,~~th¥^^]^^i^^iter_pi2_$g^r_a^JMa^
e^ec*»d-awar3^groups showed any interest at
^oJ^pI^^Taward anB~wrote J h e qhild's name
^ 1 inHieliclivit)^ diidrig tliis postexperimental
arid school oh It. K^lig^Jow-p^rfQWWanceclassroom observations, compared with 85%
defnanS conditions, the expedmenter said, "I
of the une^pe^ed-awaid and 87% of,the nohave a lot of2Siese_awards, anci I'm^iving
awarci .subjeets7~oveTall_2^ = 8J.8, p < .02;
theniJo^irffie^hUdbea at the s c ^
X^i^^^cted vs. unexpected and control) —
helped me out^by^jdrawing pictures with the
8.16, p < .01. Since it might be thought that
magic markers'Yin the highrper&mnaneethe une35)ected-award and no-award conditions
demanH conditions, the experimenter,sajd, "I
increased interest while the expected-award
onlyTiave a^rou^e of jheaEL-awards-Aar-Ae
condition had no effect, it is wortn noting that
whole nurserjj^^hool, so]ljiL-Qnly giving them
in the previous study the former groups did
tolhe^Eildren who draw the very best pictures
not differ from baseline measures of classroom
in_£Ke~whoIe sdiool with the magi€jnarkers."
interest while the expected-award cell s h o w ^
The experimenFeF then uncoverea an "honor
a significant decrease from baseline interest
roll" buUetin board, containing a standard array
(Lepper et al. 1973).
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There was neither a mam etfecA of performance
award on the honor roll board The child was
^^^^^^ ^^
interaction of ^ r f o r m a n c e
agam thanked and returned to his classroom.
^^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^ expected-unexperted dimenClassroom observations.—One to 2 weeks
sion, both F's < 1. While the lack of effect
later, the primary measure—subsequent intdnmay be the result of these subjects' inability to
sic interest in the activity in the absence of an
grasp the implications of the manipulation, it
expectation of extrinsic reward—^was taken in
should be noted that interviews with pretest
the subjects' classrooms. For the first hour of
subjects indicated that every child could at
three consecutive class sessions, the experileast correctly "recall" whetiier most of the
mental activity was set out on a table by the
children or only a few of the children in school
classroom teachers. The children were thus free
were likely to win an award,
to choose between the target activity and the
Moreover, as in the previous study, differwide vadety of other activities offered in the
classroom. Unobtrusively, from behind a oneTABLE 1
way mirror, two observers blind to subjects'
TRANSFORMED MEAN PERCENTAGE OF FREE-CHcacaE
conditions recorded, with near-perfect reliTIME SUBJECTS SUBSEQTJENTI.Y SPENT wrra
abiUty, r = .99, the total amount of time spent
S S
With the target ac^vity for each of the children
in the classroom.
^
PERFORMANCE DEMAND

Results and Discussion
CoiromoN
High
Low Combing
The effects of the various conditions on
Expected
1.26
1.13
1.19
sulxsequent intrinsic interest in the classrcx)m
Unexpected
1.91
2.08
1.99
are shown in teible 1. These data, transformed
( F = logc [Y + 1]) to produce homogeneous
1 Al p values reported in this papa: are iMsed on two-tailed tests of significance.
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in c^hildren's performance during the
imental ^ssions paralleled and heralded
in their subsequent intrinsic interest.
TlMB_jgerfonnanc»-deniand jnanipulation. prod u c t no significant effects. on children's
^ me experjinental room; acoord^^
data were again collapsed over this
ciimension for further analyses. Table 2 presents
the remaining compadson of interest, between
subjec:ts who expected a reward and those who
did not. First,tihMBpi^hBres__fijL-s«bjecrtswho
expected an "^awar^ were^rated significantly
bwer in kvefageJ^Si^Ii ==.2.29, p < .03,
than the pichiresOTSubje^ who haci no knowledge dTme~rewar37^s in the Lepper et al.
(1973) study^and conceptually analogous data
reported by Kruglanski, Friedman, and Zeevi
(1971). Second, subjects who expected a reward drew somejvhat more pictures than subjects wEo^did not, at a nearly ^coeptable level
of significance, F == T.95, p < .06, suggesting that the immediate effect of the award
was to produce more, but almost necessadly less detailed, pictures. Across conditions,
the number and quality of pictures in the
expedmentar sessions were indeed negatively
correlated, r — — .43, p < .01. Number of
cJrawings was also negatively correlated, r —
— .26, p < .05, with subsequent intrinsic
interest in the target matedals in the classroom,
while picture quality was positively correlated,
r = .35, p < .01, with the classroom measure
of subsequent interest.
The results of this study, then, provide a
near-perfect replication of the earlier study by
Lepper et al. (1973). Children who expected
and received an award for engaging iiLjhe
target activity sjioWgd sigiiificaiSly less subsequent intrinsic interest in the drawing actiyity
than djdchildiren who had engaged iii^ the
acti^dty without expectation of an extrinsic

reward; and, although children expecting a
reward tended to draw more pictures during
the experimental sessions than c^lc!ren not
expecting a reward, these pictures were judged
significantly lower in o\^rall quality. Moreover,
the inanipulation of performance demand in
tihis^stu^' pfoduceci no significaiifieffects on
any oFmese measures, suggesting that the
deletedou¥ eiFecjtis of expectecl jrewau^ on subsequent intrinsic interest are not limited to a
particular manner of presentatioETonfte reward.
Instead, the data are corisistent with the notion
that thje^ mere j^i^eseiitation. ctf tIfeZdrawing
activity as a~rneansjto £t salient ultenor_goal
c^ri^ be^suffiSeiit to produce a decrease in later
intdnsi^^c interest in that activity.
The fundamental value of a self-perception
approach, we believe, lies in the suggestion of
a dependent measure not commonly employed
in evaluations of the effects of tangible extdnsic
rewards—^that is, subsecjuent free-c;hoice behavior in a situation 'where extdnsic rewards
are not anticipated. TIieoretically,^iJ5 approach
should contdbute considerably to our meager
knowledge of thejprocesses by which behavior
change inducedl by_ ?*^5i5'^*LJ'®^^-'^- ™^y
generalize jic?rgss situations (see O'Leary &
Drabman 1971). Practically, the present data
suggest the infiportance of exaimning^ the^potential adversejon^term consequences of extdnsic
rewarSTsystems with an_apprc)pnate dependent
measure. Clearly, iT self-perception account
does not predict that such adverse consequences
will necessarily, or even typically, be produced
by extdnsic rewards (Lepper et al. 1973); it
does, however, suggest tiie incompleteness of
any analysis of reinforcement ^ocedufes which
reifies solely on assessments of the immediate,
instrumental effects of rewards on behavior.
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